
CSE-321: Assignment 8 (100 points)

gla@postech.ac.kr

Due at 11:59pm, June 18

In this assignment, you will implement a type reconstruction algorithm for a pure functional programming
language called Tiny ML(TML). TML is essentially a subset of Standard ML(SML) in that its core language
is a subset of the core language of SML. In other words, every TML program is also a valid SML program!

TML is powerful enough to support most of the functional features of SML. It does not support poly-
morphic datatypes, mutual recursion/datatype declarations, and the module system. It does support poly-
morphic functions, recursive functions, recursive datatypes and pattern matching. Although TML does not
directly support the if-then-else clause and other constructs of SML, it is not difficult to emulate them
with those constructs available in TML.

The goal of this assignment is to familiarize you with some important concepts and techniques involved
in programming language design and implementation. Specifically you will implement an extension of the
algorithm W discussed in class.

1 Fun with TML

The following TML program “list.tml” reverses an integer list, which demonstrates recursive datatypes,
recursive functions and pattern matching.

datatype list = Nil | Cons of (int * list);

val rec append =

fn Nil => (fn x => Cons (x, Nil))

| Cons (h, t) => (fn x => Cons (h, append t x));

val rec reverse =

fn Nil => Nil

| Cons (h, t) => append (reverse t) h;

val l = Cons (1, Cons (2, Nil));

reverse l;;

The following TML program “poly.tml” takes two functions and returns their composition, which demon-
strates polymorphic functions.

fn f => fn g => fn x => g (f x);;

You can infer the type of these programs and run them using your implementation. It is very interesting
to compare the results in your implementation with those in SML interpreter.
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2 Syntax

The concrete grammar for TML is defined as follows:

sconty ::= int | bool | unit
sconpat ::= num | true | false | ()

scon ::= num | true | false | ()
op ::= + | − | ∗ | = | <>
ty ::= sconty | tycon | (ty ∗ ty) | (ty− > ty) | (ty)
pat ::= | sconpat | vid 〈pat〉 | (pat, pat) | (pat) | (pat : ty)

mrule ::= pat => exp
mlist ::= mrule〈 | mlist〉
exp ::= scon | vid | fn mlist | exp exp | exp op exp | (exp, exp)

let dec in exp end | (exp) | (exp : ty)
conbinding ::= vid 〈of ty〉

conbind ::= conbinding 〈| conbind〉
dec ::= val pat = exp | val rec pat = exp

datatype tycon = conbind
dlist ::= 〈dec;〉∗

program ::= dlist exp

All the grammar variables (nonterminals) are written in italic. For example, pat, exp and program are
grammar variables. The meaning of each grammar variable is defined in a corresponding grammar rule. The
only exceptions are num, vid and tycon. num denotes an integer constant, which is an optional negation
symbol ∼ followed by a non-empty sequence of decimal digits 0 · · ·9. Both vid and tycon are alpha-numeric
identifiers: any sequence s of letters, digits, apostrophes ‘ and underscore starting with a letter or an
apostrophes, where s is not a reserved word. All TML reserved words are written in boldface. For example,
let, val and fn are all reserved words used in TML.

Each grammar variable is read as follows:

• num: number
• vid: value identifier
• tycon: type constructor
• sconty: special constant type
• sconpat: special constant pattern
• scon: special constant
• op: primitive operation
• ty: type
• pat: pattern
• mrule: match rule
• mlist: match rule list
• exp: expression
• conbinding: constructor binding
• conbind: constructor binding list
• dec: declaration
• dlist: declaration list
• program: TML program

Each grammar rule consists of a grammar variable on the left side and its expansion forms on the right
side. Expansion forms are separated by |. For example, scon can be expanded into num, true, false or ().
A pair of brackets 〈〉 enclose an optional phrase. For example, conbinding is expanded into either vid or
vid followed by of ty. Starred brackets 〈〉∗ represents zero or more repetitions of the enclosed phrase. For
example, dlist can have zero or more dec’s each of which is followed by ;.

There are further syntactic restrictions:
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• No pattern pat can have the same value identifier vid twice. For example, (x, y) is a legal pattern
while (x, x) is not.

• For each ‘val rec pat = exp’, exp must be of the form ‘fn mlist’. In other words, ‘val rec pat = exp’
can be used only to create functions.

• No ‘val pat = exp’ can bind true or false.
• No conbinding can have duplicate value identifiers. For example, datatype t = A | A of int is not

valid.

“ast.sml” defines types and datatypes for the grammar variables in the structure Ast. The representation
for each grammar variable in “ast.sml” is as follows. For details of these types and datatypes, please see
“ast.sml”.

• num: type int

• vid: type vid

• tycon: type tycon

• sconty: datatype ty(constructors T INT, T BOOL, T UNIT)
• scontpat: datatype pat(constructors P INT, P BOOL, P UNIT)
• scon: datatype exp(constructors E INT, E BOOL, E UNIT)
• op: datatype exp(constructors E PLUS, E MINUS, E MULT, E EQ, E NEQ)
• ty: datatype ty

• pat: datatype pat

• mrule: datatype mrule

• match: type mrule list

• exp: datatype exp

• conbinding: datatype conbinding

• conbind: type conbinding list

• dec: datatype dec

• dlist: type dec list

• program: type program

See the structure AstParse in “ast-parse.sml” for parsing. “ast-parse-sig.sml” defines its signature
AST PARSE. AST PARSE declares a function parse which takes a file name (as a string), parses the TML
source program in the file, and returns an Ast.program value. parse raises AstParseError if the source
program cannot be parsed.

See the structure AstValid in “ast-valid.sml” for syntactic validation. “ast-valid-sig.sml” defines its signa-
ture AST VALID. AST VALID declares a function vprogram which takes an Ast.program value, checks whether
the Ast.program value obeys the syntactic restrictions, and returns the Ast.program value. vprogram raises
AstValidError if the Ast.program value violates the syntactic restrictions.

You can use the structure AstPrint defined in “ast-print.sml” and “ast-print-sig.sml” to print the content
of grammar variables when debugging your code. The meaning of each function in the structure should be
clear. For example, exp2str exp returns a string representation of the Ast.exp value exp.

3 Typing

We have obtained an Ast.program value from a TML source program, which obeys the syntactic restrictions.
Now, we are ready to implement a type reconstruction algorithm. The objective here is to implement the
function tprogram in the structure Typing in “typing.sml”, which takes an Ast.program value and produces
a Core.program value.

We will not guide you through the whole implementation of a type reconstruction algorithm; we will
provide you with the static semantics of TML and some hints about how to design a type reconstruction
algorithm. You will have to design and implement your own type reconstruction algorithm.

First read the description of the static semantics, and think about how to design a type reconstruction
algorithm. Do not jump to coding right after reading the description of the static semantics. We suggest that
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you spend enough time understanding the static semantics and designing a type reconstruction algorithm
before you start any coding.

3.1 Notations

We use the following notations for Section 3. We write {e1, · · · , en} for a set which consists of elements
e1, · · · , en; in particular we write {} for the empty set. We write {e | φ} for a set which consists of elements
that satisfy the condition φ. We write S\S′ for the set difference between S and S′, which is defined as
{e | e ∈ S and e /∈ S′}. We write x 7→ e for an association from x to e. We refer to a set of associations as a
mapping. Note that a mapping is a special case of a set; notations for mappings are the same as those for
sets. For example, we write {} for not only the empty set but also the empty mapping. We write Dom(f)
for the domain of a mapping f , which is defined as {x | x 7→ e ∈ f}. We write f(x) for the value of x in a
mapping f , which is e when x 7→ e ∈ f . We write f + g for a mapping such that:

(f + g)(x) = { g(x) x ∈ Dom(g)
f(x) otherwise

3.2 Semantic objects

We refer to all the grammar variables in Section 2 as syntactic objects. In addition to these syntactic objects,
there are several semantic objects which state the meaning of these syntactic objects. This section will
explain the following semantic objects: type τ , type scheme σ, identifier status is, type environment TE,
value environment VE and typing context C.

Type τ is defined as follows:
τ ::= int integer type

| bool boolean type
| unit unit type
| t type name
| τ ∗ τ pair type
| τ → τ function type
| α type variable

We refer to type τ as semantic type in contrast to syntactic type ty.
Note that semantic type differs from syntactic type. Syntactic type denotes string expressions for types in

TML programs, while semantic type denotes meaningful types in TML programs. For example, the following
TML program does not typecheck:

datatype t = T1;

datatype t = T2;

fn 0 => T1 | _ => T2

fn 0 => T1 | => T2 should typecheck syntactically since both T1 and T2 have the same syntactic type
constructor t. This program, however, does not typecheck semantically since the static semantics of TML,
see the rule (37) in Section 3.3, gives different type names for the first type constructor t and the second
type constructor t. 1 This example shows the difference between syntactic types and semantic types.

Type scheme σ is defined as ∀~α.τ where ~α denotes a set of type variables. We simply write ∀.τ for a type
scheme ∀~α.τ whose ~α is empty and write ∀α.τ for a type scheme ∀~α.τ whose ~α contains α only for some
type variable α.

Note the difference between ∀α.α→ α and ∀.α→ α. ∀α.α→ α can be instantiated into any of int→ int
and bool → bool simultaneously, while ∀.α → α can be instantiated into only one of them. For example,
the following TML program typechecks if f has type scheme ∀α.α→ α, while it does not typecheck if f has
type scheme ∀.α→ α.

1This notion is called generativity in the sense that each datatype declaration generates a new type name.
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(f 1, f true)

If f has type scheme ∀α.α → α, f has type int → int at f 1 and bool → bool at f true. On the other
hands, if f has type scheme ∀.α→ α, the type of f permanently becomes int→ int at f 1, so f true does
not typecheck since f has type int→ int and true has type bool.

Identifier status is denotes the type of a value identifier, which consists of three types: variable v,
constructor with no argument c and constructor with an argument cf. The is of all vid which exist alone in
conbinding is c; the is of all vid followed by of ty in conbiding is cf; the is of all remaining vid is v. For
example, the is of l is v, the is of Nil is c, and the is of Cons is cf in the following example:

datatype list = Nil | Cons of (int * list);

val l = Cons (1, Cons (2, Nil));

Type environment TE denotes a mapping from a type constructor tycon to a type name t, and value
environment VE denotes a mapping from a value identifier vid to a type scheme σ and identifier status
is. Both environments connect syntactic object with semantic object. Note that the notations for both
environment are the same as the notations for mappings.

Typing context C is a pair of type environment TE and value environment VE. We write (TE, VE) to
denote a typing context which consists of a type environment TE and value environment VE.

3.3 Static semantics of TML

The static semantics uses the following form of typing judgments.

• TE ` ty � τ means that type ty has type τ under type environment TE.
• C ` pat � τ,VE means that pattern pat has type τ and introduces value identifiers in value environment

VE under typing context C.
• C ` exp � τ means that expression exp has type τ under typing context C.
• C ` mlist � τ means that matching rule list mlist has type τ under typing context C.
• C ` mrule � τ means that matching rule mrule has type τ under typing context C.
• C ` dec � C′ means that declaration dec introduces value identifiers and type constructors in typing

context C′ under typing context C,
• TE, t ` conbind � VE means that constructor binding list introduces value identifiers in value envi-

ronment VE under type environment TE and associated type name t.

With the above interpretation of typing judgments, we explain the inference rules for each typing judgment.
The following inference rules are for TE ` ty � τ .

TE ` int � int
(1)

TE ` bool � bool
(2)

TE ` unit � unit
(3)

TE(tycon) = t

TE ` tycon � t (4)

TE ` ty1 � τ1 TE ` ty2 � τ2
TE ` (ty1 ∗ ty2) � τ1 ∗ τ2

(5)
TE ` ty1 � τ1 TE ` ty2 � τ2
TE ` (ty1− > ty2) � τ1 → τ2

(6)

• The rules (1), (2) and (3) say that each syntactic special constant type has corresponding semantic
special constant type.

• The rule (4) says that if tycon whose type name is t appears in TE, then tycon has type t. tycon
should appear in TE in order to typecheck. If not, it implies that tycon is used without declaration.
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• The rule (5) says that if ty1 has type τ1 and ty2 has type τ2, then ty1 ∗ ty2 has type τ1 ∗ τ2.
• The rule (6) says that if ty1 has type τ1 and ty2 has type τ2, then ty1− > ty2 has type τ1 → τ2.

The following inference rules are for C ` pat � τ,VE.

α fresh
C ` � α, {}

(7)

C ` num � int, {}
(8)

C ` () � unit, {}
(9)

C ` true � bool, {}
(10)

C ` false � bool, {}
(11)

vid /∈ Dom(VE) or VE(vid) = (σ, v) α fresh

(TE, VE) ` vid � α, {vid 7→ (∀.α, v)}
(12)

VE(vid) = (∀.t, c)

(TE, VE) ` vid � t, {}
(13)

VE(vid) = (∀.τ → t, cf) (TE, VE) ` pat � τ,VE′

(TE, VE) ` vid pat � t,VE′ (14)

C ` pat1 � τ1,VE1 C ` pat2 � τ2,VE2

C ` (pat1, pat2) � τ1 ∗ τ2,VE1 + VE2
(15)

(TE, VE) ` pat � τ,VE′ TE ` ty � τ
(TE, VE) ` (pat : ty) � τ,VE′ (16)

• The rule (7) says that does not introduce any variable and has type α, which means that the type is
not known yet. α fresh means that α is a fresh type variable which does not appear in C.

• The rules (8), (9), (10) and (11) say that each special constant pattern does not introduce any variable
and has predefined type.

• The rule (12) says that if vid does not appear in VE, then vid introduces itself as a variable and has
type α, which means that the type is not known yet. The rule also says that if vid appears in VE as a
variable, vid introduces itself as a new variable and has type α which means the unknown type. Note
that vid introduces itself a new variable for each occurrence if vid is not a constructor.

• The rule (13) says that if vid appears in VE as a constructor with no argument whose type scheme is
∀.t for some type name t, then vid does not introduce any variable and has type t. Note that vid must
have type scheme ∀.t for some type name t since only datatype declaration can introduce constructors;
see the rules (38) and (40) for details.

• The rule (14) says that if vid appears in VE as a constructor with an argument whose type scheme is
∀.τ → t for some type name t, and pat introduces VE′ and has type τ , then vid pat introduces VE′ and
has type t. Note that vid must have type scheme ∀.τ → t for some type name t since only datatype
declaration can introduce constructors; see the rules (39) and (41) for details.

• The rule (15) says that if pat1 introduces VE1 and has type τ1, and pat2 introduces VE2 and has type
τ2, then (pat1, pat2) introduces VE1 +VE2 and has type τ1 ∗ τ2. In other words, (pat1, pat2) introduces
value identifiers in both pat1 and pat2. Note that VE1 and VE2 do not share the same value identifier
since we already have checked the syntactic restrictions in the function vprogram.
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• The rule (16) says that if pat introduces VE′ and has type τ , and ty has the same type τ , then (pat : ty)
introduces VE′ and has type τ .

The following inference rules are for the typing judgment C ` exp � τ .

C ` num � int
(17)

C ` () � unit
(18)

C ` false � bool
(19)

C ` true � bool
(20)

C ` + � int ∗ int→ int
(21)

C ` − � int ∗ int→ int
(22)

C ` ∗ � int ∗ int→ int
(23)

C ` = � int ∗ int→ bool
(24)

C ` <> � int ∗ int→ bool
(25)

VE(vid) = (∀~α.τ, is) ~β fresh

(TE, VE) ` vid � [~β/~α]τ
(26)

C ` mlist � τ
C ` fn mlist � τ (27)

C ` exp1 � τ ′ → τ C ` exp2 � τ ′
C ` exp1 exp2 � τ

(28)

(TE, VE) ` dec � (TE′, VE′) (TE + TE′, VE + VE′) ` exp � τ
(TE, VE) ` let dec in exp end � τ

(29)

C ` exp1 � τ1 C ` exp2 � τ2
C ` (exp1, exp2) � τ1 ∗ τ2

(30)
(TE, VE) ` exp � τ TE ` ty � τ

(TE, VE) ` (exp : ty) � τ
(31)

• The rules (17), (18), (19) and (20) say that each special constant has predefined type.
• The rules (21), (22), (23), (24) and (25) say that each primitive operation also has predefined type.

• The rule (26) says that if vid whose type scheme is ∀~α.τ appears in VE, then vid has type [~β/~α]τ .

In other words, vid is instantiated for each occurrence. ~β fresh means that all type variables in ~β are
fresh. [~β/~α] substitutes ~β for ~α. More precisely, if ~α is {α1, · · · , αn} for some n, then ~β should be

{β1, · · · , βn} for the same n, and [~β/~α] is the same as [βn/αn] · · · [β1/α1].
• The rule (27) says that if mlist has type τ , then fn mlist has type τ .
• The rule (28) says that if exp1 has type τ ′ → τ , and exp2 has the same type τ ′, then exp1 exp2 has

type τ .
• The rule (29) says that if dec introduces C′ and exp has type τ under C + C′, let dec in exp end has

type τ . Note that dec extends the typing context of exp.
• The rule (30) says that if exp1 has type τ and exp2 has type τ ′, then (exp1, exp2) has type τ ∗ τ ′.
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• The rule (31) says that if exp has type τ , and ty has the same type τ , then (exp : ty) has type τ .

The following inference rules are for the typing judgment C ` mlist � τ .

C ` mrule � τ
C ` mrule � τ (32)

C ` mrule � τ C ` mlist � τ
C ` mrule | mlist � τ

(33)

• The rule (32) says that if mrule has type τ , then mrule has type τ . Note that mrule in the conclusion
is not a match rule but a match rule list which consists of a match rule only.

• The rule (33) says that if mrule has type τ and mlist has the same type τ , then mrule | mlist has
type τ .

The following inference rules are for the typing judgment C ` mrule � τ .

(TE, VE) ` pat � τ,VE′ (TE, VE + VE′) ` exp � τ ′

(TE, VE) ` pat => exp � τ → τ ′
(34)

• The rule (34) says that if pat introduces VE′ and has type τ , and exp has type τ ′ under (TE, VE+VE′),
then pat => exp has type τ → τ ′. Note that pat extends the value environment of exp.

The following inference rules are for the typing judgment C ` dec � C′.

(TE, VE) ` pat � τ,VE′ (TE, VE) ` exp � τ
(TE, VE) ` val pat = exp � ({}, ClosureVEVE′)

(35)

(TE, VE) ` pat � τ,VE′ (TE,VE + VE′) ` exp � τ
(TE, VE) ` val rec pat = exp � ({}, ClosureVEVE′)

(36)

t fresh TE + {tycon 7→ t}, t ` conbind � VE′

(TE, VE) ` datatype tycon = conbind � ({tycon 7→ t}, VE′)
(37)

• The rule (35) says that if pat introduces VE′ and has type τ , and exp has the same type τ , then
val pat = exp introduces ({}, ClosureVEVE′). ClosureVEVE′ generalizes each type scheme in VE′

after taking into account free type variables in VE. Formally, ClosureVEVE′ is defined as:

{vid 7→ (∀((tyvar(τ)\tyvar(VE)) ∪ ~α).τ, is) | VE′(vid) = (∀~α.τ, is)}

where tyvar(τ) and tyvar(VE) denote the set of free type variables in τ and VE respectively. The
following examples show how ClosureVEVE′ works:

Closure{}{x 7→ (∀.α, v)} = {x 7→ (∀α.α, v)}
Closure{z 7→(∀.α,v)}{x 7→ (∀.α, v)} = {x 7→ (∀.α, v)}

Closure{z 7→(∀α.α,v)}{x 7→ (∀α.α, v)} = {x 7→ (∀α.α, v)}

See “Type reconstruction algorithm” section in the course note; it explains GenΓA, which is a simplified
version of ClosureVEVE′.
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• The rule (36) says that if pat introduces VE′ and has type τ , and exp has the same type τ under
(TE, VE+VE′), then val rec pat = exp introduces ({}, ClosureVEVE′). The only difference between
the rule (35) and (36) is that exp has type τ under (TE,VE) but (TE, VE + VE′).

• The rule (37) says that if conbind introduces VE′ under a fresh type name t and TE + {tycon 7→ t},
then datatype tycon = conbind introduces VE′ and {tycon 7→ t}. t fresh means that t is a fresh type
name which does not appear in both TE and VE.

The following inference rules are for the typing judgment TE, t ` conbind � VE.

TE, t ` vid � {vid 7→ (∀.t, c)}
(38)

TE ` ty � τ
TE, t ` vid of ty � {vid 7→ (∀.τ → t, cf)}

(39)

TE, t ` conbind � VE

TE, t ` vid | conbind � {vid 7→ (∀.t, c)}+ VE
(40)

TE ` ty � τ TE, t ` conbind � VE

TE, t ` vid of ty | conbind � {vid 7→ (∀.τ → t, cf)}+ VE
(41)

• The rule (38) says that if vid exists alone, then vid introduces itself as a value identifier whose type
scheme is ∀.t and whose is is c.

• The rule (39) says that if vid is followed by of ty, and ty has type τ , then vid of ty introduces vid as
a value identifier whose type scheme is ∀.τ → t and whose is is cf.

• The rules (40) says that if vid exists alone and conbind introduces VE, then vid | conbind introduces
VE with vid whose type scheme is ∀.t and whose is is c.

• The rules (41) says that if vid is followed by of ty, and ty has type τ , and conbind introduces VE,
then vid of ty | conbind introduces VE with vid whose type scheme is ∀.τ → t and whose is is cf.

3.4 Type reconstruction algorithm

Section 3.3 presents the static semantics of TML and explains the meaning of each judgement and inference
rule. Now, we provide you with some hints about how to derive a type reconstruction algorithm from the
static semantics.

The static semantics states a set of invariants. For example, the following rule in the static semantics
says that exp1 should have type τ ′ → τ and exp2 should have type τ ′ for the same type τ ′.

C ` exp1 � τ ′ → τ C ` exp2 � τ ′
C ` exp1 exp2 � τ

(28)

A type reconstruction algorithm should reconstruct a type which satisfies these invariants in the static
semantics.

Then, how can we reconstruct a type which satisfies the invariants? As a case study, we see how the
algorithm W discussed in class reconstructs a type for e1 e2.

The typing rule for e1 e2 is given as follow:

Γ . e1 : A→ B Γ . e2 : A

Γ . e1 e2 : B
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See “Implicit polymorphism” section in the course note for details. Note the invariant that e1 should have
type A→ B and e2 should have type A for the same A.

The algorithm W reconstructs a type for e1 e2 as follow:

W (Γ, e1 e2) = let (S1, A1) = W (Γ, e1) in
let (S2, A2) = W (S1 · Γ, e2) in
let S3 = Unify(S2 ·A1 = A2 → α) in α fresh
(S3 ◦ S2 ◦ S1, S3 · α)

The algorithm W infers type A1 with type substitution S1 under typing context Γ from e1, and infers
type A2 with type substitution S2 under typing context S1 · Γ from e2. Type substitution S1 satisfies the
invariants in e1. Similarly, type substitution S2 satisfies the invariants in e2. Note that the algorithm infers
type A2 under typing context S1 · Γ. This implies that type A2, which is the type of e2, satisfies not only
the invariants in e2 but also the invariants in e1. Then, the algorithm runs Unify(S2 ·A1 = A2 → α) which
checks whether e1 can have a function type whose argument type is the same with the type of e2 and returns
type substitution S3 that satisfies this invariant if possible. (Note that S2 · A1 denotes the type of e1 when
the invariants in e2 are satisfied.) Finally, the algorithm returns S3 ◦S2 ◦S1 which satisfies all the invariants
in e1 e2 and S3 · α which is the type of e1 e2 when all the invariants are satisfied.

4 Instruction

Implement tprogram in “typing.sml”. Any well typed Ast.program value should be translated to a Core.program
by tprogram. If the Ast.program value does not typecheck, tprogram should raise TypingError.

Note that all we care about is your implementation for tprogram. You can introduce new functions, new
structures, new functors or whatever you consider to be instrumental to your implementation. However,
place all new ones in the same file “typing.sml”

“core.sml” defines types and datatypes for some semantic objects. The representation for each semantic
object in “core.sml” is as follows:

• tyvar α: type tyvar

• tyname t: type tyname

• type τ : datatype ty (constructors T INT, T BOOL, T UNIT, T NAME, T PAIR, T FUN, T VAR).
• value identifier status is: datatype is (constructors VAR, CON, CONF).

For details of these types and datatypes, please see “core.sml”.
You can use the structure Set defined in “set.sml” and Dict defined in “dict.sml” for sets and mappings

respectively. Please see “set.sml” and “dict.sml” for details.
You can also use the structure CorePrint defined in “core-print.sml” and “core-print-sig.sml” to print

the content of values in Core when debugging your code. The meaning of each function in the structure
should be clear. For example, exp2str exp returns a string representation of the Core.exp value exp.

5 Testing

“test.sml” defines the function test in the structure TestTyping which takes a file name s and returns a
Core.program value.

The following example shows the result when running TestTyping.test with “poly.tml”.
Example:

- open TestTyping;

opening TestTyping

val test : string -> Core.program

- test "poly.tml";
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AstParse.parse OK

AstValid.vprogram OK

fn f => fn g => fn x => (g) ((f) (x))

Typing.tprogram OK

fn (f : (’3->’4)) => fn (g : (’4->’5)) => fn (x : ’3) =>

(((g : (’4->’5))) ((((f : (’3->’4))) ((x : ’3)) : ’4)) : ’5) : (’3->’5)) : ((’4->’5)->(’3->’5))) :

((’3->’4)->((’4->’5)->(’3->’5))));;

val it = ([],EXPTY (E_FUN [#],T_FUN (#,#))) : Core.program

The type variables in your implementation may differ from from those in the example.

6 Submission instruction

Please submit your implementation to your hand-in directory. If your Hemos ID is foo, your hand-in
directory is:

/afs/postech.ac.kr/class/cse/cs321/handin/hw8/foo/

Your implementation should include “typing.sml.” Good luck!
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